Transformative Consumer Industries
Be with your shoppers
every step of the way.
The power is in the hands of consumers. With access
to unlimited data on pricing, discounts, brand, and
product performance, plus unlimited shopping
experiences, gaining customer loyalty is challenging.
You need to be in sync with consumer demand
real-time and several steps ahead of the competition.
That’s where an agile technology platform comes into
play. Rizing Consumer Industries experts know retail
and fashion because we’ve been there. And we know
SAP technology. We’ll understand your organization’s
specific needs and enable your industry capabilities
with end-to-end services for every stage of your
transformation.

Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•

Connect digital and physical channels
Unify commerce services with intuitive POS
Build customer engagement and loyalty
Gain immediate efficiencies in business processes
Adopt scalable solutions that support growth
Optimize data from SAP and respond real-time to
pricing changes
• Increase visibility to store activities with
centralized monitoring capabilities

Industry
Retail | Fashion | Consumer Products
Wholesale Distribution | E-Commerce
Manufacturing
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Get Tailored
Recommendations
Rizing Consumer Industries builds
personalized and streamlined solutions
for SAP customers that create dynamic
technologies and put businesses on the
path to success.

• Business Process re-Engineering
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

and Improvement
SAP Implementation and Migration
Strategic Architecture and
Implementation Planning
Program Management and
Implementation Execution
Functional, Technical, and
Industry Expertise
Development Management
Post Implementation Enhancement
Optimization with applications built on
SAP’s Business Transformation Platform

SAP Solutions

• SAP S/4 HANA Retail for
•
•
•
•
•
•

Merchandise Management
SAP Customer Activity Repository (CAR)
SAP Commerce Cloud
SAP Omnichannel Point-of-Sale by GK
SAP Omnichannel Promotion Pricing
SAP Analytics Cloud
SAP Data Warehouse Cloud

attune Fashion Suite™
attune Fashion Suite™ is a robust,
cost-effective solution that delivers
all the benefits of SAP S/4HANA
Fashion with pre-configured
functionality and a set of add-on tools
to help fashion companies transition
to a fashion digital core via an
accelerated timeline.

Set an effective pricing strategy to achieve financial objectives at the right time
with Rizing’s LifeCycle Pricing (LCP). This tool streamlines the execution of pricing
strategies allowing merchants to make informed decisions to help manage category
profitability, perception, and/or market share.
Manage all pricing rules and shop configurations in a single place. Automatic Price
Equalization means reduced time on manual calculations for private label pricing.
Real time integrations to SAP optimizes pricing roll out to locations.

Our clients
achieve efficiencies
with modernized and
connected processes.
An international home
improvement company

enabled all future solutions across
Merchandising, Supply Chain, Selling
and Finance while seeing stronger
governance and controls fully
integrated with their financial system.

A national health and nutrition
company tracked marked

improvement in system up time and
performance while achieving
significant cost savings by reducing
manual processes and supporting
store operations, purchasing and
finance functions.

A regional grocery retailer

improved its performance via modern
code and automated updates while
allowing for efficient high availability
and disaster recovery solutions, all
while adding Fiori applications.

